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Abstract 

Advancing the silicon transistor has always been a 

process of addition and subtraction: add power and 

efficiency while making the unit itself ever smaller. 

This has been important because the silicon transistor 

is essentially the building block for modern consumer 

electronics—the smaller and more powerful we can 

make them, the smaller, more powerful, and more 

capable we can make our personal tech. Recently, it 

looked as if we were reaching our limits in moving 

the traditional planar (that is, two-dimensional) 

transistor forward. Moore’s Law, it seemed, was in 

danger, and with it our ability to keep up our 

blistering pace of technological advancement. Thanks 

to Intel for its revolutionary invention "Tri-Gate 3-D 

transistor", however, Moore’s Law may now 

continue to hold true for years to come. This has 

several advantages: First, it maximizes current flow 

in the ―on‖ state while bringing it as close to zero as 

possible in the ―off‖ state for highly increased 

efficiency at all times; second, it can transfer between 

the two states with blistering speed, switching 

between on and off over 100 billion times per second; 

third, performance can be boosted by connecting the 

transistors together, and thanks to their vertical 

structure, a high number can be concentrated together 

on an integrated circuit. (Did we mention that the Tri-

Gate 3-Ds are a mere 22 nanometers, meaning over 

100 million can fit on the head of a pin?). 3-D Tri-

Gate transistors enable chips to operate at lower 

voltage with lower leakage, providing an 

unprecedented combination of improved performance 

and energy efficiency compared to previous state-of-

the-art transistors. The capabilities give chip 

designers the flexibility to choose transistors targeted 

for low power or high performance, depending on the 

application. The 22nm 3-D Tri-Gate transistors 

provide up to 37 percent performance increase at low 

voltage versus Intel's 32nm planar transistors. This 

incredible gain means that they are ideal for use in 

small handheld devices, which operate using less 

energy to "switch" back and forth. Alternatively, the 

new transistors consume less than half the power 

when at the same performance as 2-D planar 

transistors on 32nm chips. "The performance gains 

and power savings of Intel's unique 3-D Tri-Gate 

transistors are like nothing we've seen before," said 

Mark Bohr, Intel Senior Fellow. "This milestone is 

going further than simply keeping up with Moore's 

Law. The low-voltage and low-power benefits far 

exceed what we typically see from one process 

generation to the next. It will give product designers 

the flexibility to make current devices smarter and 

wholly new ones possible.  
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Introduction: 

Transistors are the building blocks of 

microprocessors, which are the 'brains' or 

computational devices inside PCs, laptops, 

smartphones and pretty much all modern electronic 

devices. A transistor is essentially an automated 

switch that can store information as either a '1' or a 

'0', depending on whether the switch is on — letting 

electric current through — or off. The wiring of 

several transistors together creates a device called a 

logic gate, which takes these ones and zeros and 

performs basic calculations with them. Home 

computers available today contain billions of 

transistors wired into logic gates, and have huge 

processing power as a result. 
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Here's a simple diagram of a standard 32nm planar 

transistor, exactly what you'd find in a Sandy Bridge 

CPU: 

 

 

The goal of a transistor is to act as a very high speed 

electrical switch. When on, current flows from the 

transistor's source to the drain. When off, current 

stops. The inversion layer (blue line above) is where 

the current flow actually happens. 

Ideally a transistor needs to do three things: 

1) Allow as much current to flow when it's on     

(active current) 

2) Allow as little current to flow when it's off 

(leakage current) 

3) Switch between on and off states as quickly as 

possible (performance) 

The first item impacts how much power your CPU 

uses when it's actively doing work, the second 

impacts how much power it draws when idle and the 

third influences clock speed. 

In conventional planar transistors it turns out that 

voltage in the silicon substrate impacts leakage 

current in a negative way. Fully depleted SOI (silicon 

on insulator) is an option to combating this effect. 

The smaller you make the transistors, the more 

difficult it is to make advancements in all three of 

these areas all while increasing transistor density. 

After all not only do you have to worry about 

keeping power under control, but the whole point to 

shrinking transistor dimensions is to cram more of 

them into the same physical die area, thus paving the 

way for better performance (more cores, larger 

caches, higher performance structures, more 

integration). 

The 3D Tri-Gate Transistor 

A 3D Tri-Gate transistor looks a lot like the planar 

transistor but with one fundamental change. Instead 

of having a planar inversion layer (where electrical 

current actually flows), Intel's 3D Tri-Gate transistor 

creates a three-sided silicon fin that the gate wraps 

around, creating an inversion layer with a much 

larger surface area. 

What's a Fin? 

The gate wraps around the fin. The current is 

controlled by using a gate on each of the three sides 

of fin - two on each side and one across the top - 

rather than just one on the top, as in case with the 2D 

planar transistors. Intel's explanation here is simple 

and clear: "the additional control enables as much 

transistor  current flowing as possible when transistor 

is in the ON state (for performance) and as close to 

zero as possible when it is in OFF state( to minimize 

power) and enables the transistor to switch verey 

quickly between the two staes. 
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There are five outcomes of this move: 

1) The gate now exerts far more control over the flow 

of current through the transistor. 

2) Silicon substrate voltage no longer impacts current 

when the transistor is off. 

3) Thanks to larger inversion layer area, more current 

can flow when the transistor is on. 

4) Transistor density isn't negatively impacted. 

5) You can vary the number of fins to increase drive 

strength and performance. 

The first two points in the list result in lower leakage 

current. When Intel's 22nm 3D Tri-Gate transistors 

are off, they'll burn less power than a hypothetical 

planar 22nm process. 

  

 

 

The third point is particularly exciting because it 

allows for better transistor performance as well as 

lower overall power. The benefits are staggering: 

 

At the same switching speed, Intel's 22nm 3D Tri-

Gate transistors can run at 75 - 80% of the operating 

voltage of Intel's 32nm transistors. This results in 

lower active power at the same frequency, or the 

same active power at a higher performance level. 

Intel claims that the reduction in active power can be 

more than 50% compared to its 32nm process. 
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At lower voltages Intel is claiming a 37% increase in 

performance vs. its 32nm process and an 18% 

increase in performance at 1V. High end desktop and 

mobile parts fall into the latter category. Ivy Bridge is 

likely to see gains on the order of 18% vs. Sandy 

Bridge, however Intel may put those gains to use by 

reducing overall power consumption of the chip as 

well as pushing for higher frequencies. The other end 

of that curve is really for the ultra mobile chips, this 

should mean big news for the 22nm Atom which I'm 

guessing we'll see around 2013. 

 

 

You'll note that the move to 3D Tri-Gate transistors 

doesn't negatively impact transistor density. In fact 

Intel is claiming a 2x density improvement from 

32nm to 22nm (you can fit roughly twice as many 

transistors in the same die area at 22nm as you could 

on Intel's 32nm process). 

 

It's also possible to vary the number of fins to impact 

drive strength and performance, allowing Intel to 

more finely tune/target its 22nm process to various 

products. 

The impact on manufacturing cost is also minimal. 

Compared to a hypothetical Intel 22nm planar 

process, the 3D Tri-Gate process should only cost 

another 2 - 3% 

 

All 22nm products from Intel will use its 3D Tri-Gate 

transistors. 
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What Does This Mean 

Intel's Ivy Bridge is currently scheduled for a debut in 

the first half of 2012. Intel is purposefully being 

vague about the release quarter as Sandy Bridge is 

doing well and isn't facing much competition at the 

high end at least. 

The impact of Intel's 22nm 3D Tri-Gate transistors on 

high end x86 CPUs will be significant. Intel isn't 

expecting its competitors to move to a similar 

technology until 14nm. The increases in switching 

speed at the same voltage could allow Intel to finally 

hit or exceed that magical 4GHz barrier in a stock 

CPU. I suspect Intel will likely use the gains to 

deliver lower power CPUs however there's always 

the possibility of some very fast Extreme Edition 

parts. 

The bigger story here actually has to do with Atom. 

The biggest gains Intel is showing are at very low 

voltages, exactly what will benefit ultra mobile SoCs. 

Atom has had a tough time getting into smartphones 

and while we may see limited success at 32nm, the 

real future is what happens at 22nm. Atom is due for 

a new microprocessor architecture in 2012, if Intel 

goes the risky route and combines it with its 22nm 

process it could have a knockout on its hands. 

Intel's 3D Transistor: Why It Matters 

Intel's 3D transistors are no small feat. Some are 

calling it a breakthrough that will allow Intel to 

continue to make chips that adhere to Moore's Law 

(i.e. the number of transistors that can be placed on a 

circuit will double every two years). 

Even that impressive feat is just business as usual. 

After all, Moore's Law has been in effect for decades. 

The bigger news would be if Moore's Law no longer 

applied to Intel chips. 

So what's the big deal with Intel's 3D transistors? The 

answer lies in more than just smartphones, tablets, 

and set-top boxes. This fundamental new way of 

making the circuits of microchips could have a 

dramatic impact on everything from the smallest 

handheld devices to the biggest datacenters. 

The Future of Computing 
 

There's no denying that the future of computing lies 

in small, low-power solutions coupled with big-iron 

cloud services. Smartphones are becoming personal 

computers, powerful enough to run simple desktop 

computing environments. Tablets are cannibalizing 

laptops. Entire home entertainment experiences are 

being jammed into tiny set-top boxes and embedded 

into televisions. Even Microsoft'snext version of 

Windows will run on low-power ARM-based chips. 

Intel hasn't excelled in all of these areas. It has a 

presence in televisions, thanks to Google TV and the 

Boxee Box, but so far the company hasn't gained 

much traction in smartphones and tablets. 

Intel'sMoorestown chips are largely ignored. 

Its Medfield chips aren't due to appear in any 

products until later this year, and they still may not 

fare well against the more-established ARM 

processors. 

With 3D transistors, Intel may finally have the 

ammunition it needs to do battle in the smartphone 

and tablet markets. Intel claims its new transistors 

can switch 37 percent faster than those made with its 

existing 32-nm process in chips that operate at low 

voltage, or 18% faster in chips that operate at high 

voltage. Transistors switching at the same speed as 

those in the company's 32nm chips can operate at 

significantly lower voltage, cutting power 

consumption in half. This change in how chips are 

produced is expected to raise production costs by a 

modest 2 or 3%, which is well worth the dramatic 

improvement in performance. 

 

What It Means for You : 

 
The first products to hit the market using this new 

manufacturing technique will be Intel's "Ivy Bridge" 

line, the successor line to the current "Sandy Bridge" 

line. This means the new technology will first appear 

in laptops, desktops, and servers that use Intel's chips. 

The faster switching speeds, lower voltage operation, 

and lower leakage should make Ivy Bridge 

processors considerably more energy-efficient than 

the Sandy Bridge CPUs in systems today. These 

products are expected to hit the market in early 2012. 

It will take more time for the 22nm process, and its 

associated 3D transistor technology, to show up in 

Intel's low-power Atom CPU lineup and system-on-

chips designed for smartphones and tablets. In April, 

Intel said it would release its first true ARM 

competitor in 2013. This manufacturing technology is 

what will make that product possible. 

Intel will use this 3D transistor structure on all chips 

produced on its 22nm manufacturing process, 

regardless of the type of chip or to which market it is 

targeted. The upsides should be considerable and the 

downsides minimal. Other chip fabrication 

companies have been working on 3D gate structures, 

but aren't expected to bring them to market for some 

time. Most of Intel's competitors aren't expected to 
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ship 22nm high-performance products until at least 

late 2012, and won't use a 3D gate structure similar to 

Intel's until the next major manufacturing process 

step, a couple of years later. 
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